"Access to Justice" -the mission statement of New Labour -and it sounds good. But access to justice must be real not just a theoretical right. And for years, Legal Aid has provided tens of thousands of very poor people who suffered personal injuries, large and small as a result of an accident, real access to justice. But from October 1999 Legal Aid will be abolished for routine personal injury (PI) claims, leaving many impecunious, injured people with little or no chance of gaining compensation through the courts.
So how will the Government's abolition of Legal Aid for PI claims increase access to justice for UK citizens? The answer says the Government lies in Conditional Fee Agreements(s) and the new simplified court procedures introduced on 26 April 1999. Far better for every citizen to stand on his own two feet (never mind that he is on crutches) than have the state fund his legal claim for damages -anyway, isn't that rather a quaint socialist idea? Also a bit exclusive -because more than half UK citizens are not eligible... But will CFAs for routine PI claims ensure that access to justice is genuinely available to all UK citizens, irrespective or whether they are rich enough to hire the lawyers of their choice, or rich enough to pay insurance premiums? Lawyers will be content to take on claims with an uplift on their fees where the injury will attract substantial damages and/or where liability is admitted or where the evidence is very strong and there are very high chances of a settlement or a win at trial. The Government is changing the law to enable claimants to recover as part of their damages, premiums and uplifts on their fees, which will cost Defendants more if they do not settle claims sensibly and promptly.
So, access to justice will be widely available to claimants (whether or not they would qualify for Legal Aid) because lawyers will take on their clients' litigation risks on a CFA basis.
So we don't need Legal Aid, do we? Why should the State fund (or feather-bed) claims for poor, injured citizens when there are thousands of friendly neighbourhood solicitors to fund them instead? Market forces will ensure that only the strong and large cases go forward if lawyers' fees depend on a successful outcome. Fine. Or is it?
Not for clients with "small" claims which are disputed and where settlement or an award of damages or costs are not a virtual certainty. After a few expensive mistakes, lawyers will become increasingly wary; they are unlikely to be tempted by the chance of a 100% up-lift on fees they may never recover at all. And less than ever if those fees are small. Lawyers, like plumbers, doctors and accountants, prefer to be paid for work they have actually done rather than on condition of success so that they can pay their gas and electricity bills, care for the children and go on holiday. So they will pick out the obvious winners and leave the rest with the result that many disputed claims for less than £15,000 will find no takers on a CFA.
That is unsporting of course. Against the British tradition of backing the underdog. But to stay in business lawyers must cover their high overheads and yes, make a profit. The need to reduce their own risk exposure will affect their management of the claims -encourage early settlement whether or not this is at a low figure. It is hardly news that CFAs by their very nature create conflicts of interest between clients and their lawyers.
The new Civil Practice Rules (CPR), in force from 26 April 1999, allocate "small" PI claims under £15,000 to the fast track. This limits costs recoverable to 25% of the damages recovered. Although not yet officially in force, the new CPR impliedly require compliance with the new pre-action protocols when proceedings are issued under the new regime. The work generated by these together with the forced speed of progress of judge-managed fast and multitrack procedures mean that individual solicitors have to spend more concentrated legal time on fewer claims in any one working day. It is too soon to tell whether more rapid processing and settlement of actions will mean that overall litigators can deal with similar numbers of claims overall and if gross or net fees can be maintained or even increased.
But what of the impecunious would-be claimant who is retired or in a very low paid job, whose disputed claim for damages from an accident will attract a maximum sum of £10,000 and thus maximum legal costs of £2,500, subject to agreed uplift. If the solicitor rates his chances of success at around 60+% he is unlikely to offer a CFA.
For this would-be claimant £10,000 is a large sum of money but he has no money to fund his claim through the courts and he can find no lawyer to run it on a no win no fee basis. Without a competent lawyer his chances are reduced to below 50% and with no insurance he is at risk of being bankrupted by the Defendant's bill for legal costs if he tries his luck as a litigant in person and fails. And as a litigant in person he will need to find the cash to pay the court fees and pay for a medical report (unless he can find a kindly treating doctor willing to do it gratis or on a CFA) and this would probably be on the basis that the doctor's attendance at court is not required. But the extent of the injury caused may disputed along with the liability issues.
Some will no doubt give it a whirl. How many one cannot tell, but the the simplified system combined with the abolition of legal aid may attract more litigants in person than in the past. Too many will clog up the system and slow the fast track to a walking pace. But for some even this unsatisfactory option will not be available. They will be effectively excluded from any kind of access to justice because they are too simple or just cannot raise the cash for the court fees and essential disbursements to pursue their claim. For litigants deprived of their chance of recovering compensation for their injuries, the Government echoes Marie Antoinette's advice -let them eat cake. It may cheer them up.
